
The Gospel Project for Adults, Spring 2021 

Interactive Teaching Tips for Adults, Unit 33, Session 2 

 

 

Introduction: Perform some exercises in unity.  

 

Before starting the session, show some or all of the fun visual illusions from 

this website: https://sciencebob.com/see-some-optical-illusions/ 

 

Say something like the following: “These illusions were fun, but the 

illusions themselves weren’t really the point of the experiment; what I 

wanted was to get us all focused intently on the same thing.”  

 

Remind group members of the different elements of Christian unity you’ve 

studied over the past few weeks. Then say, “Today, we’re going to focus on 

the unity of having a burden and love for lost people.” 

 

 

Point 1: Measure compassion by distress.  

 

Read Acts 17:16, emphasizing the words “he was deeply distressed when he 

saw that the city was full of idols.” Then ask the following question: “What 

made Paul deeply distressed here?”  

 

Share the following verses, showing the six other times in Scripture where 

someone was “deeply distressed”:  

https://www.biblegateway.com/quicksearch/?quicksearch=%22deeply+distr

essed%22&resultspp=50&version=CSB 

 

Invite one volunteer for each passage to look up the verse in his or her Bible 

and explain the context of what caused the deep distress. As a group, 

consider the situations that caused a person or group of people to be deeply 

distressed.  

 

Ask the following questions:  

 

• What tends to make us feel deeply distressed?  

• When was the last time any of us were deeply distressed over the lost? 

 

 

https://sciencebob.com/see-some-optical-illusions/
https://www.biblegateway.com/quicksearch/?quicksearch=%22deeply+distressed%22&resultspp=50&version=CSB
https://www.biblegateway.com/quicksearch/?quicksearch=%22deeply+distressed%22&resultspp=50&version=CSB


Point 2: Illustrate effective communication.    

 

Before delving into Point 2, share a time you had to explain a complicated 

subject to a child. (For example, “Why is the sky blue?” or “How does gas 

make the car go?” etc.) Then put the following into your own words: “In 

order for complicated topics to make sense to kids, we have to remove the 

adult terminology and use words they already know.” 

 

As a great example, show the following video explaining the basics of 

physics in a way that children can understand (3 minutes, 37 seconds): 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JvSClZ3vHOI 

 

Say the following: “Similarly, when we talk spiritually with people who 

don’t know any vocabulary from the Bible, we must use words they know 

and are familiar with. Paul does just this when he explains what God is like 

to people who do not share a biblical understanding of Him.”  

 

 

Conclusion: Focus on natural ways to present the gospel.  

 

Read aloud the “Explain” portion on page 134 of the Leader Guide. Share 

your own struggles with finding natural ways to share Jesus with people in 

your everyday life.  

 

Share some of the starting points of evangelism from the following article: 

https://www.desiringgod.org/articles/five-natural-ways-to-get-to-the-gospel 

 

Challenge group members to take one or two of the ideas with them this 

week and begin incorporating talking about Jesus to people at home, work, 

and in our communities.  

 

 

Teaching Tip of the Week 

 

This week, take time daily to reflect on the following questions: “Am I 

deeply distressed about the lost people I know? Am I deeply distressed about 

lost people around the world?” Ponder these questions in prayer, seeking the 

Lord to reveal truth to your heart and mind.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JvSClZ3vHOI
https://www.desiringgod.org/articles/five-natural-ways-to-get-to-the-gospel

